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ABSTRACT 

A new real-time two-stage blind source separation (BSS) 
method for convolutive mixtures of speech is proposed， in 
which a single-input multiple-output (SIMO)-model-based 
independent component analysis (lCA) and a new SIMO
model-based binary masking are combined. SIMO-model
based lCA can separate the mixed signals， not into monaural 
source signals but into SIMO-model-based signals合om in
dependent sources in their original form at the microphones 
Thus， the separated signals of SIMO・model-based ICA can 
maintain the spatial qualities of each sound source. Owing 
to this attractive prope口y， novel SIMO-model-based binary 
masking can be applied to efficiently remove the residual in
terference components after SIMO-model-based ICA. In ad
dition， the performance deterioration due to the latency prob
lem in ICA can be mitigated by introducing real-time binary 
masking. We develop a pocket-size real-time DSP module 
implementing the new BSS method， and report the experi
mental evaluation of the proposed method's superiority to the 
conventional BSS methods， regarding moving-sound separa
tlOn. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Blind source separation (BSS) is the approach taken to es
timate original source signals using only the information of 
the mixed signals observed in each input channel. Basically 
BSS is classi自ed into unsupervised自ltering technique， and 
much attention has been paid to BSS in many自elds of signal 
processmg. 

In recent researches of BSS based on independent com
ponent analysis (ICA)， various methods have been presented 
for acoustic-sound separation [1， 2， 3， 4]. This pap巴r also ad
dresses the BSS problem under highly reverberant conditions 
which often arise in many practical audio applications. The 
separation performance of the conventional ICA is far from 
being sufficient in the reverberant case because too long sep
aration filters is required but the unsupervised leaming of the 
filter is not so easy. Therefore， one possible improvement 
is to partly combine ICA with another signal enhancement 
technique， but in the conventional ICA， each of the separated 
outputs is a monaural signal， and this leads to the drawback 
that many kinds of superior multichannel techniques cannot 
be applied. 

In order to attack the tough problem， we propose a novel 
two-stage BSS algorithm [5] which is applicable to an ar
ray of directional microphones. This approach resolves the 
BSS problem into two stages: (a) a Single-lnput Multiple
Output (SIMO)-modeトbased lCA proposed by the authors 
[6] and (b) new SIMO-model-based binGfアmasking for the 
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SIMO signals obtained 合om the preceding SIMO-model
based ICA. SIMO・model-based ICA can separate the mixed 
signals， not into monaural source signals but into SIMO
model-based signals合om independent sources as they are 
at the microphones. Thus， the separated signals of SIMO・
model-based ICA can maintain rich spatial qualities of each 
sound source. After the SIMO-model-based ICA， the resid
ual components of the interference， which are often staying 
in the output of SIMO-mode1-based ICA as well as the con
ventional ICA， can be efficiently removed by the following 
SIMO-mode1-based binary masking. 

It should be enhanced that the two-stage method has an
other important property， i.e.， applicability to the real-time 
processing. In general ICA-based BSS methods require huge 
calculations， but SIMO・model-based binary masking needs 
very few computational complexities. Therefore， because of 
the introduction of binary masking into lCA， the proposed 
combination can function as the real-time system. In this pa
per， we mainly address the real-time implementation issue on 
the proposed BSS with our developed pocket-size DSP mod
ule， and evaluate the "real-time" separation performance for 
real recording of moving sound mixtures under a reverberant 
condition 

2. ルlIXING PROCESS AND CONVENTIONAL BSS 

2.1 Mixing Process 

In this study， the number of microphones is K and the number 
of multiple sound sources is L， where we deal with the case 
ofK=L 

Multiple mixed signals are observed at the microphone 
aπay， and these signals are converted into discrete-time se
ries via an ND conve口er. By applying the discrete-time 
Fourier transform， we can express the observed signals in 
the frequency domain as X(f) = A (f)S(f)， where X(f) = 
[XI (f)，'" ，XK(fW is the observed signal vector， a叩.ndS町(f刀)=i「ドふ削SI(fパ(げ f凡 守J止川SL似SL(fバ'L(fげ(fW
Akんkl(f)] kl is the mixing matrix， where [X]ij denotes the ma-

trix which .includes the element X in the i-th row and the j-th 
column. The mixing matrix A (f) is complex-valued because 
we introduce a model to deal with the relative time delays 
among the microphones and room reverberations. 

2.2 ConventionallCA-Based BSS 

ln the合equency-domain lCA (FDICA)， first， the short-time 
analysis of observed signals is conducted by合ame-by-frame
discrete Fourier transform (DFT). By plotting the spectral 
values in a frequency bin for each microphone input合ame by
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frame， we consider them as a time series. Hereafter， we des
ignate the time series as X(1， t) = [X) (1， t)， • . ・ λ'K (1，IW.

Next， we perforrn signal separation using the complex
valued unmixi時matr民 W(1) = [Wík(刈'b so that the L 
tlme叩ries output Y(1，t)=[Y) (1， t)ν・. ， YL( .f， t W becomes 
mutually independent; this procedure can be given as Y (1， t) 
= W(1)X(1，t). We perform this procedure with respect to 
all frequency bins. The optimal W(1) is obtained by， e.g.， 
the following iterative updating equation [1]・

W[川(1) = η[1 - (φ(Y(1，/) )yH (1，/) )，]W[iJ (1) 

+ W[iJ (1)， ( 1) 

where 1 is the identity matrix， (り)， denotes the tim町me-av刊erag♂m
O叩pe凶or， [i] is used to express the value of the i th step in the 
lteratlOns， ηis the step-size parameter， and φ(-) is the ap
propriate nonlinear vector function. After the iterations， the 
source perrnutation and the scaling indeterrninacy problem 
can be solved by， e.g.， [1 ， 3] 

2.3 Conventional Binary-九1ask-Based BSS 

Binary mask processing [7， 8] is one of the altemative ap
proach which is aimed to solve the BSS problem， but is not 
based on ICA. We estimate a binary mask by comparing 
the amplitudes of the observed signals， and pick up the tar
get sound component which arrives at the better microphone 
c10ser to the target speech. This procedure is perforrned in 
time-frequency regions， and is to pass the specific regions 
where target speech is dominant and mask the other regions. 
Under the assumption that the l-th sound source is close to 
the I-th microphone and L = 2， the I-th separated signal is 
given by 

円(1，/) = m，(1，t)X， (1， 1)， (2) 

where m， (1， t) is the binary mask operation which is defined 
as m，(1，t) = 1 if 1あ(1，/)1 > 1ん(1，/)1 (kヂ1); otherwise 
m，(1， /) = O. 

This method requires very few computational complexi
ties， and this property is well applicable to real-time process由
ing. The method， however， needs a sparseness assumption in 
the sources' spectral components， i.e.， there are no overlaps 
in time-frequency components of the sources. Indeed the as
sumption does not hold in an usual audio application， e.g.， a 
mixture of speech and a common broadband stationary noise 

3. PROPOSED TWO-STAGE BSS ALGORITHM 

3.1 What is SIMO-Model-Based ICA? 

In a previous s印dy， SIMO・model-based ICA (SIMO-ICA) 
was proposed by some of the authors [6]， who showed 
that SIMO・ICA enables the separation of mixed signals into 
SIMO-model-based signals at microphone points 

In general， the observed signals at the multiple micro
phones can be represented as a superposition of the SIMO
model-based signals as follows: 

X(1) = [A))(1)SI(1)，... ，AKI (1)SI (1W 

+ [AIL(1)SL(.f)，... ，AKL(1)SL(.fW， (3) 
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(a) Proposed two-stal!e BSS 

{b) Simple combination of con刊ntional lCA and binarv mask 
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Figure 1 :  lnput and output relations in (a) proposed two-stage 
BSS and (b) simple combination of conventional ICA and 
binary masking. This corresponds to the case of K = L = 2 

where [A 1I(1)S，(1)，... ，AK，(1)S，(1W is a vector which cor
responds to the SIMO-model司based signals with respect to 
the I-th sound source; the k-th element corresponds to the 
k-th microphone's sほnal.

The aim of SIMO-ICA is to decompose the mixed ob
servations X(1) into the SIMO components of each indepen
dent sound source; i.e.， we estimateん，(1)S，(1) for all k and 
I values (up to the permissible time delay in separation filter
ing). SIMO-ICA has the advantage that the separated signals 
still maintain the spatial qualities of each sound source， in 
comparison with conventionallCA-based BSS methods. 

3.2 Motivation and Strategy 

Owing to the fact that SIMO・model-based separated signals 
are still one set o.f array signals， there exist new applications 
in which SIMO・model-based separation is combined with 
other types of multichannel signal processing. In this paper， 
hereinafter we address a specific BSS consisting of direc
tional microphones in which each microphone's directivity 
is steered to a distinct sound source， i.e， the l-th microphone 
steers to the I-th sound source目 Thus the outputs of SIMO
ICA is the estimated (separated) SIMO-model-based signals， 
and they keep the relation that the l-th source component 
is the most dominant in the l-th microphone. This finding 
has motivated us to combine 剖MO-ICA and binary masking. 
Moreover we propose to extend the simple binary masking to 
a new binary masking strategy， so-called SIMO-model-based 
binary masking (SIMO・BM). That is， the masking function 
is determined by all the inforrnation regarding the 釘MO
compon巴nts of all sources obtained合om SIMO-ICA. The 
con白guration of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 (a) 
釘MO-BM， which subsequently follows SIMO-ICA， can re
move the residual component of the interference effectively 
without adding enorrnous computational complexities. This 
combination idea is also applicable to the realization of the 
proposed method's real-time implementation. 

It is worth mentioning that the novelty of this strategy 
mainly Iies in the two-stage idea of the unique combination 
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Figure 2: Examples of spectra in simple combination of ICA 
and binary masking. (a) ICA's output 1; BI (/)SI (/，t) + 
EI (/，1)， (b) ICA's output 2; B2(/)S2(/，I) + E2(/.I)， and (c) 
result of binary masking between (a) and (b);竹(/，f)

(a) A，，(J)S，(J，中E，，(J，t) (b) A，，(J)s，(J，中E2I(J，I)
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Figure 3: Examples of spectra in proposed two-stage method. 
(a) SIMO-ICA's output 1 ; AII(/)SI(/，I)+EII(/，t)， (b) 
SIMO-ICA's output 2; A21 (/)SI (/，1) + E21 (/ ， 1)， and (c) re
sult of binary masking between (a) and (b); れ (/，1)

of SIMO-ICA and the SIMO-model-based binary mask. To 
illustrate the novelty of the proposed method， we hereinafter 
compare the proposed combination with a simpleれNo-stage
combination of conventional monaural-output ICA and con
ventional binary masking (see Fig. I(b)) [9]. 

In general， conventional ICAs can only supply the source 
signals乃(/，1) = B，(/)S，(/，I) + E，(/，/) (1 = 1，'" ，L)， 
where B，(/) is an unknown arbitrary filter and E，(/，I) is a 
residual separation e汀or which is mainly caused by an insuf
ficient convergence in ICA. The residual eπor E， (/， t) should 
be removed by binary masking in the subsequent postpro
cessing stage. However， the combination is very problematic 
and cannot function well because of the existence of spec
tral overlaps in the time-frequency domain. For instance， 
if all sources have nonzero spectral components (i.e.， when 
the sparseness assumption does not hold) in the specific fre
quency subband and are comparable (see Fig. 2(a)，(b))， i.e.， 

IBI (/)SI (/，1) + EI (/，1)1 c:= IB2 (/)S2 (/，1) + E2(/，t) 1 、 (4)

the decision in binary masking for YI (/，1) and 乃(/，1) is 
vague and the output results in a ravaged (highly distorted) 
signal (see Fig. 2(c)). Thus， the simple combination of con
ventional ICA and binary masking is not suited for achieving 
BSS with high accuracy. 

On the other hand， our proposed combination contains 
the special SIMO・ICA in the first stage， where the SIMO・

円{臥η(1.1)
Yl(刷'(r，I)
円(自治(1，1)Y，'白"(/，1)

Figure 4: Input and output relations in proposed two
stage BSS which consists of FD-SIMO-ICA and SIMO-BM， 
where K = L = 2 and exclusively selected peロnutatlOn ma
trices are given by P1 = 1 and P2 = [ l]u - 1. in (8) 

ICA can supply the speci自c SIMO signals with respect to 
each of sources，んI(/)S/(/， t)， up to the possible residual er
ror EkI(/， 1) (see Fig. 3). Needless to sa弘the obtained SIMO 
components are very beneficial to the decision-making pro
cess of the masking function. For example， if the residual 
error Ekl(/，I) is smaller than the main SIMO component 
Akl(/)S/(/，t)， the binary masking between A 11 (/)SI (/，1) + 
EII (/，1) (Fig. 3(a)) andA21 (/)SI (/，t) +E21 (/，1) (Fig. 3(b)) 
is more acoustically reasonable than the conventional combi
nation because the spatial properties， in which the separated 
SIMO component at the specific microphone closer to the 
target sound still maintains a large gain， are kept; i.e.， 

IAII(/)SI(/，t) + EII(/，/)I> 1ベ21(/)SI (/，1) + E2I (/，1)1. (5) 

In this case we can correctly pick up the target signal can
didate A 11 (/)SI (/，1) + EII (/，1) (see Fig. 3(c)). When the 
target components Akl (/)SI (/，1) are absent in the target
speech silent duration， if the errors have a possible ampli
tude relation of EII (/，1) < E21 (/，1)， then our binary mask
ing forces the period to be zero and can remove the resid
ual e汀ors. Note that unlike the simple combination method 
[9]， our proposed binary masking is not a汀ected by the am司
plitude balance among sources. Overall， after obtaining the 
SIMO components， we can introduce the 剖MO-BM for the 
efficient reduction of the remaining error in ICA， even when 
the complete sparseness assumption does not hold. 

In summary， the novelty of the proposed two-stage idea 
is attributed to the introduction of the SIMO・model-based
framework into both separation and postprocessing， and this 
offers a realization of the robust BSS. The detailed algorithm 
is described in the next subsection 

3.3 Algorithm: SIMO-ICA in 1 st Stage 

Time-domain SIMO-ICA [6] has recently been proposed by 
some of the authors as a means of obtaining SIMO-model
based signals directly in ICA updating. In this study， we ex
tend time-domain SIMO-ICA to frequency-domain SIMO
ICA (FD-SIMO・ICA). FD-SIMO-ICA is conducted for ex
tracting the SIMO-model-based signals corresponding to 
each of the sources. FD-SIMO-ICA cons凶s of (L - 1)  
FDICA parts and a fidelity controller， and each ICA runs 
in parallel under the fidelity control of the entire separation 
system (see Fig. 4). The separated signals of the l-th ICA 
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(l = I ， . . .L - I ) in FD・SIMO・ICA are defined by 

Y(1CM)(f，f)=l YJICAI)(f-t)lkl=W(ICAt)(f)X(f，t)，(6) 

where 民IC州)(f) = [叫ICA
/ )(f)]リ is the separation fi Iter ma

trix in the I-th ICA. 
Regarding the自delity controller， we calculate the follow

ing signal vector Y(lCAL)(f，t)， in which the all elements are 
to be mutually independent， 
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Hereafter， we regard Y(ICAL)(f，t) as an output of a vir
tual“L-th " ICA. The reason we use the word “virtuaf' here 
is that the L-th ICA does not have its own separation fiト
ters unlike the other ICAs， and Y(ICAL)(f，t) is subject to 
W(ICAI) (f) (1 = 1，... ， L ー 1 ). By transposing the second 
term (-I�，:-i Y (ICAI) (f， t)) on the right-hand side to the left
hand side， we can show that (7) suggests a constraint to 
force the sum of all ICAs' output vectors If=， Y(lCA/) (f， t) to 
be the sum of all SIMO components [If=， Akl(f)SI(f，t)]kl 
(=X(f，t)). 

If the independent sound sources are separated by (6)， 
and simultaneously the signals obtained by (7) are also muω
ally independent， then the output signals converge on unique 
solutions， up to the permutation and the residual error， as 

Y(ICAl) (f， t) = d時[A(f)PT]P1S(f，I) +E1(f，t)ぅ (8)

where diag[X] is the operation for setting every 0年d時onal
element of the matrix X to zero， E 1 (f， 1) represents the 
residual error vector， and P1 (1 = 1 ， " 、 L) are exclusively
selected permutation matrices which 則的If=， P1 = [ I ]ij 
For a proof of this， see [6] with an appropriate modification 
into the frequency-domain representation. Obviously， the so・
lutions provide necessary and sufficient SIMO components， 
AkI(f)SI(f，t)， for each I-th source. Thus， the separated sig
nals of SIMO-ICA can maintain the spatial qualities of each 
sound source. For example， in the case of L = K = 2 ，  one 
possibility is given by 

[yi'CA')(f，t)，村山)(f，t)] T 
=何11 (f)SI (f，I)+E11 (f，I)， A22(f)S2(f，t)+E22(f，t)]T、

(9) 
[円(ICA引j，t)，村山わ(f，t)]T
= [A 12(f)S2(f，/)+E12(f，t)， A21 (f)SI (f，/)+E21 (f，I) ]T， 

( 10) 

where P1 = 1 and P2 = [I]ij-I 
In order to obtain (9) and (10)， the natural gradi

ent of Kullback-Leibler divergence of (7) with respect to 
W(ICAl)(f) should be added to the existing nonholonomic 
iterative leaming rule [1] of the separation 白Iter in the l-th 
ICA (1= 1，'・. ， L - 1). The new iterative algorithm of the 
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I-th ICA pa口 (1= 1...ーL - 1) in FD-SIMO-ICA is given as 

wiJA)(/)= W札i弘仏LふA I) 川[日{o削叫 (伊例仲州引W州(げ吋仙Y叱i
Y判叱4仏払恥(l処LμL(4ιいいLιいいAI刈lり)バμ川川川(f的川川川fμ川川IけI)H戸H
一 (耐叫何(/I)-Z恥(f，I))

(X(f I)-24Al)(/I))コ )
(I-Z wiLAI )(f 、‘，，rl

 
l

 
(

 

where αis the step-size parameter. Also， the initial values of 
W (ICAI) (f) for alll values should be di仔erent.

3.4 Algorithm: SIMO・BM in 2nd Stage 

After FD-SIMO-ICA， SIMO・model-based binary masking is 
applied (see Fig. 4). Here， we consider the case of (9) and 
( 10). The resultant output signal coηesponding to source I 
is determined in the proposed SIMO・BM as follows: 

h(fj)= ml (f.I)Yl(lCA
l)(fj)司 (12) 

where ml (f，I) is the SIMO-model-based binary mask oper
ation which is defined as ml (f，I) = I if 

行ICAI)(f，1)
> max [clly2(ICA幻(f，t)|，C2|Yl(ICM)(/t)l， C3|YJKAli(/I)|ji

( 13) 

Oωthe冗町erwise m1 (υj"，1け)= O. Here， max[.] rep 陀sents the function 
of picking up the maximum value among the arguments， and 

CI，・0・ーC3 are the weights for enhancing the contribution of 
each SIMO component to the masking decision process. For 
example， [C1 ，C2.C3] = [0ρ、1] yields the simple combination 
of conventional lCA and conventional binary mask [9]. Oth
erwise， if we鈴t [CI，C2，CJ] = [1，0.0]， we can util四better
(acoustically reasonable) SIMO information regarding each 
source as described in Sect. 3.2. If we change another pattem 
of Ci， we can generate various SIMO-model-based maskings 
with different separation and distortion properties 

The resultant output coηesponding to source 2 is given 
by 

九(f，I) = m2(f，判ICAI)(f，I)、 (14) 

where m2(f，/) is defined as m2(f，I) = I if 

y2(ICA 1) (f， 1) 

> max [cI 1円(ICAわ(f，/)I， c21yilCA勾(f，t)J，叫y/，CAI)(f.t)l] ; 
( 15) 

otherwise m2(f，t) = 0 目



Figure 5: (a) Overview of pocket-size real-time BSS module， 
where proposed two・stage BSS algorithm works on TEXAS 
INSTRUMENTS TMS320C6713 DSP. (b) SignaI ftow in 
real-time implementation of proposed method. 

The extension to the general case of L = K > 2 can be 
easily implemented. Hereafter we consider one example in 
that the permutation matrices are given as 

P/ = [5，川(k 1) lki， ( 16) 

where 5ij is Kronecker's delta function， and 

J k+I-1 ( k+1 ー l 壬L)時，1)= 1 k:;_;一l-L(k+l-l>L) (l7)

In this case， (8) yields 

Y(JCAl)(/，/) = [ペkn(k.1)(/)Sn(k 1) (/， 1) + Ekn(k 1) (/， t)] k)・(18) 

Thus the resultant output for source 1 in SIMO-BM is given 
by 

h(f，t)= ml (fj)Yl(ICAl)(fj)， (19) 
where m) (/，t) is defined as m) (/，/) = 1 if 

円(ICA))(/，t) > max [c) lyiICAL)(/，t)l， c2IY3(ICAL-I)(/，/)I， 
川dlCU 勾(/，/)1，... ，cL_Iiy2CA勾(/，/)1‘

，CLLーI1y2CA))(/，/)I]; (20) 

otherwise m) (/，t) = O. The other sources can be obtained in 
the same manner. 

3.5 Real- Time Implementation 

We have already built a pocket-size real-time BSS module， 
where the proposed two-stage BSS algorithm can work on 
a general-purpose DSP as shown in Fig. 5(a) and Table 1. 
Figure 5(b) shows a con白guration of a reaI-time implemen
tation for the proposedれ1V0-stage BSS. Signal processing in 
this implementation is performed in the following manner 
1. Inputted signals are converted to time-frequency series 

by using a 台ame-by-frame fast Fourier transform (FFT). 

Table 1: Specifications of pocket-size reaI-time BSS module 

Processor c
T
k 
I fTrq

MS320 VC671
M 
3 

(c1ock f requency: 200 MHz) 
Input/output interfaces 2 ch mic. in (expandable to 4 ch) 

2 ch speacker/line out 
Sampling合equency 8 kHz (expandable to 16/32 kHz) 

Power supply AA cell battery x 2 
Amount of memory Flash ROM: 100 KByte used 

SDRAM: 1 MByte useo 
Weight 150 g (inc1uding buttery) 

: .ー一一一一一一一4.8 m一一一一一一一-:

Loudspeakers (Height: 1.0 m) 

》判0州。'(
白1て三でよごf0ぴ。 c':"，川♀、乃心仏φ‘戸3ω3D'ぴ0叩(引加1巾n 1け1 - 2引1 s吋) 

εIS，U 

Fi忠Jre 6: Layout of reverberant room used in real-recording
based experiment. Reverberation time is 200 ms 

2. SIMO-ICA is conducted using cuπent 3-s-duration data 
for estimating the separation matrix， that is applied to the 
next (nol currenl) 3 s samples. This staggered relation 
is due to the fact that the自Iter update in SIMO・ICA re
quires substantial computational complexities (the DSP 
performs at most 100 iterations) and cannot provide the 
optimaI separation filter for the current 3 s data. 

3. SIMO・BM is applied to the separated signals obtained 
by the previous SIMO-ICA. Unlike SIMO-ICA， binary 
masking can be conducted just in the cu汀ent segment. 

4. The output signals from SIMO-BM are converted to the 
resultant time-domain waveforms by using an inverse 
FFT 
Although the separation filter update in the SIMO・ICA

part is not real-time processing but includes a latency of 3 
seconds， the entire two-stage system still seems to run in real
time because SIMO-BM can work in the current segt羽ent
with no delay. Generally， the latency in conventional ICAs 
is problematic and reduces the applicability of such meth
ods to real-time systems. In the proposed method， however， 
the performance deterioration due to the latency problem in 
SIMO-ICA can be mitigated by introducing real幽time binary 
masking. Owing to the advantage， the problem of perfor
mance decrease is prevented， especially in the case of rapid 
change of the mixing condition， e.g.， the target sources are 
moving. This fact wil1 appear via experiments in the next 
sectlOn. 

4. REAL-TIME SEPARATION EXPERI恥1ENT FOR
MOVING SOUND SOURCE 

In this section， a real-recording-based BSS experiment is per
formed using actual devices in a real acoustic environment. 
We carried out real-time sound separation using source sig-
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Figure 7: Results of segmental NRR calculated along time 
axis at every 0 .5 s period， where real recording data and real
time BSS are used. Each line is average for 12 speaker com
binations. 

nals recorded in the real room illustrated in Fig. 6， where two 
loudspeakers and the real-time BSS system (Fig. 5(a)) with 
a stereo microphone (SONY ECM-DS70P) are set. Thus， 
this corresponds to the case of K = L = 2. The reverber
ation time in this room is 200 ms， and the levels of back
ground noise and each of the sound sources measured at the 
a汀ay origin were 39 dB(A) and 65 dB(A)， respectively. Two 
speech signals， whose length is Iimited to 32 seconds， are as
sumed to arrive from di仔erent directions， 81 and fh， where 
we自x source 1 in θ1 = -400， and move source 2 as follows: 
1. in 0-10 s duration， source 2 is set to fh = 500， 
2. in 10-1 1 s duration， source 2 moves from fh = 500 to 

300， 
3. in 11-21 s duration， source 2 is settled in fh = 300， 
4. in 21-22 s duration， source 2 moves from 向= 300 to 

100， 
5. in 22-32 s duration， source 2 is 白xed in 島= 100 
Two kinds of sentences， spoken by two male and two fe
male speakers selected from the ASJ continuous speech cor
pus for research， are used as the original speech samples. 
Using these sentences， we obtain 12 combinations with re
spect to speakers and source directions. The sampling fre
quency is 8 kHz. The DFT size of W(刀is 1024. We used 
a null-beamforrner-based initial value [3] which is steered to 
( -600，600). The step-size parameter was optimized for each 
method to obtain the best separation perforrnance. We use 
Noise reduction rate (NRR) [3]， defined as the output signal
to-noise ratio (SNR) in dB minus the input SNR in dB， as the 
objective indication of separation perforrnance. 

We compare four methods as follows: (A) the conven
tional binary-mask-based BSS， (B) the conventional ICA
based BSS， where the scaling ambiguity can be properly 
solved by [1). (C) the simple combination of the conven
tional ICA and binary maskïng [9]， and (D) the proposed 
two・stage BSS method. In the proposed method， we set 
[C1，C2，CJ] = [1 ，0 ，0 .4]， which gives the best perforrnance 
(high NRR but 10w distortion) under this background noise 
condition. 

Figure 7 shows the averaged segmental NRR for 12 
speaker combinations， which was calculated along the time 
axis at every 0 .5 s period. The fìrst 3 s duration is spent on 
the initial fìlter leaming of ICA in the methods (B)， (C) and 
(D)， and thus the valid ICA-based separation自Iter is absent 
here. Therefore， at 0-3 s， we simply applied binary mask-

ing in the methods (C) and (D). The successive duration (at 
3-32 s) shows the separation results for open data sample， 
which is to be evaluated in this experiment. From Fig. 7， 
we can confirm that the proposed two-stage BSS (D) outper
forrns other methods at a!most all the time during 3-32 s. It 
is worth noting that the conventional ICA shows heavy dete
riorations especially in the 2nd source's moving periods， i.e.， 
around 10 s and 21 s， but the proposed method can mitigate 
the degradations. These results can conclude the proposed 
method to be benefìcial to many real-time BSS applications 
in the real world 

5. CONCLUSION 

We proposed a new BSS framework in which SIMO-ICA 
and a new SIMO・BM are efficiently combined. The SIMO・
ICA is an algorithm for separating the mixed signals， not into 
monaural source signals but into SIMO・model-based signals 
of independent sources without the loss of their spatial qual
ities. Thus， after the SIMO-ICA， we can introduce the novel 
SIMO-model-based binary masking and succeed in remov
ing the residua! interference components. In order to evaト
uate 1tS e汀ectiveness， on-line separation experiment using 
DSP module was carried out for real recording data under a 
200・ms-reverberant condition. The experimental results re
vealed that the SNR can be considerably improved by the 
proposed two-stage BSS algorithm compared with the con
ventional methods. 
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